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FRONT PAGE CHALLENGE.'

We were featured on the front

page of The Globe and Mall on
May 3rd In a somewhat dubious
story,
a portable terminal which hooks
up to any old domestic TV set
and any old domestic telephone.
Furthermore this evil device

can be used to access secret

It seems that we make

data on secret government com-
Our Carleton Placeputers.

factory was described as a
and we make"large old mill

use of this to build (furtive-
ly) these dastardly devices.

Sfic٢e؛ary iakes notes fron message prolected on te!evIslon- screen connected to remote computer
termina! in suitcase. Dialed to computer, telephone (foreground) IS linked to portable unit via receiver.The article was written by

someone called Wayne Chevel-
dayoff (yes, really) and it
must rank quite high on the
list of examples of incompe-
tent, inaccurate, misleading
and unprofessional journalism.

Computers can be robbed
-'١Ε1-،νΐ-:ί.Ι١١١٠ΙΗ:>-؛,.'٠:١١١١|-١,'

Glob، end Mail Repo،,„
1O'lT.WV.'V . - (Ìnvếriimrnts،أا؛ 

inaila are ؛ а c؛luisillesses ас1Ч1
lhe security 'if  ١اااlifihleniiis

lcm,s İJecaııse.؟Iheir computer s.v
unauthorized access lo Illem is

lliousanfir ,.f '"""'١١ !hem  اcostınK

(lue :mell I»i،‘t-ẹ of eiiuipmenl is
llie ΙΙ،.4Λ-Ι0(Ι. a portable lemoie
coiii|iuier leiiiunal—maile 1»
Caiuifla tliat can lie carried
arounil ill a small suitcase and is

compatible wdim most 1R.١1 CFiimm-
}»liters accessible by Iclejmhoimc.

The٢« are similar rcipo'"

simi'lcei|iui١mpiil[limy
puimcliiiut lime rlplml bee}' loues oil
lus toui'h leleimlione. lie thru
jmif-kefl  ا(اأ lliP ef|iii(١meiil itm!
simld It Ilmrouiih u dummy c<»m-

ornnioyee

The most disappointing aspect of the whole story is the fact that no
member of the maffa has ordered a termfnal. Could it be that all the

secret data on all the secret government computers isn't of Interest
to anyone? Could well be.

MORE POWER TO YOU

SHARP APL users now have a workspace of 80Κ bytes avaflable to them.
Thfs fs the result of the latest improvement in our Computer Centre
hardware facilities, completed in late April.
IBM 370/145 machines have been upgraded to one megabyte capacity each.
On-line storage currently totals 2.4 billion bytes on 24 Memorex 3670
disc drives.

I. p. Sharp's two
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Bill Liddon died suddenly at home on the
morning of April 13th. His untimely death
at the age of 36 has profoundly٠shocked
us all. Words are insufficient to describe
the void he has left in our lives.

Bill joined I. p. Sharp Associates in 1967
and progressively assumed more responsibility
in the company,
strator

and a good friend; he gained the confidence
and trust of all those with whom he came in
contact. Hfs personality, wisdom, humour and
technical competence have been an integral part
of the character of the company, and that
character will be different without him.

He was an excellent admini-
a genial host, a fine conversationalist

To his wife, Sheila, and his sons, Geoffrey
and Peter, we extend our inadequate but
heartfelt sympathies.
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GAS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

During the past three years, I. p. Sharp Associates has been working
with gas distribution companies, using SHARP APL t-o develop marketing
information systems. The importance of this work led to a natural
outcome: the implementation of GMS as an application available to all
I. p. Sharp customers. The following article by a current GMS user
details the purpose and efficiency of this APL application.

The Marketing Division of National Fuel Gas Company Is responsible
for maintaining a preference for natural gas, maintaining good
customer relations and providing feedback to our management on
customer requirements. It has been especially important In this
period of limited availability of fuels to keep industrial and
commercial customers up-to-date on our sales policy and our pro-
jected ability to meet requirements, to assist them In energy
conservation and to prepare them for possible future curtailment.
It has been equally important to keep our management aware of
historical and projected requirements for curtailment planning,
regulatory reports, and market identification.

A unique time-sharing data system in APL program language has been
developed by I. p. Sharp Associates and National Fuel's Marketing
Division. Our Gas Management System (GMS) was conceived as an
information system to give US fingertip access to consumption
history, limits on consumption, peak demand, and end use data for
a group of large volume customers. With GMS we are able to compare
actual sales to committed and expected sales with compensation for
weather effects and business conditions. Detailed and summary
reports are used to evaluate energy conservation programs as well
as sales restrictions. We are also able to study the effects of
various curtailment alternatives.

The system operates through a terminal which connects via telephone
to an on-line computer. Additions and changes to existing data are
accomplished in brief "conversational" sessions with the terminal.
We can add a new line of gas applications data to  a customer's file
in a few seconds without card punching. It is this simplicity which
keeps the files accurate and useful. Our customers' inquiries are
answered quickly and confidently. Reports can be printed on our
terminal or on I. p. Sharp's high speed printer. Our management
gets reports without delay and if the request is for other than a
standard report, we generally get same day service from the program-
ming specialists at I. p. Sharp.

One of our most useful reports is the Customer Information Report ٠
It is based on monthly consumption history and the gas applications
data which our customers have compiled at our request. . . . . A Usage
Report is prepared monthly using process and heating factors to
compare actual consumption to base year consumption, and to base year
consumption corrected for weather. The Usage Report is available
for the current month or the year-to-date and In detailed or summary
form. Several reports are available to list the various data in the
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Customer Information Report, but the Federal Power Commission
report that sorts customers, equipment type, and the estimated
annual volume by F.p.c. priorities of service, is one of the most
important. The summary form of the F.p.c. report gives monthly
volumes for any given period. The format fs one which we hope will
be acceptable to all our suppliers and regulators, but the Gas
Management System has the flexibility to provide any required format.

GMS has been economical as well as effective and flexible. The
total cost of the system for the approximately 2٥٥ customers filed
to date has been less than the cost of one full-time clerk. The

principal advantage, however, has been to free marketing personnel
from much of the clerical work which has interfered with essential
customer contact.

Sample report :

SORTS AMERICAS CAS CO,
CUSTOMER IKEORMATĨOR REPORT DATE: JUN 4

REGULATOR AÏW HETER INFO:CUSTOMER.. ROSS METAL CO.
372 SUNNiSIDE
NEW ؟ORE

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 1990993843
SIC RUMBER·.

RECORO NUMBER.. ة

REVENUE CLASS-. ة٠١
ANNIV. MONTH: МАУ

YEAR

PROCESS
VOLUME

TOTAL
BASE

REAT
40.342

S.B MCFZDD
MCE \ةلآ٦ا٦ثاANNUAL...

FACTOR. ..
,396

239.4 MCF/DAY

GAS APPLICA TIONS DATA
**USAOE FACTORS*.

REAT \ PROCESS
MCF/DDX MCF/DA؟

\  DATE
CFH \*EST. ANNUAL МСР*\РСТ.ПР\Л1Т. ITURNED

HEAT ا pvOCESSX TOTAL]FUELINPUT]
\  CURT. \F‘P.C.
ا  STEP ]PRIOR. ]UNITS]

N0. ]ΕΟ,υίΡΜΕΝΤ

1 ! 528!
1250!
5600!
18601
60651

263501
9 5 51
8961

25401
33574[

I 0.9[^-WATER REATERS

^-SPACE REATINO FURNACES
^-BOILERS
Ч-INFRA-RED HEATERS

SUNIT REATERS
AEE-UP AIR DIRECT FIRED؛٦٠1
8-AIR CONDITIONERiREFRIGSRATOR]
^D-INCINERATORS؛SOL١LIQ١FUME١ \
12-ΗΕΑΤ TREATING ự.ENERAL)
^^-MELTIWO UNITS^REVERB١CRUC١ \

I
I
[
I
[

I 13491
2231[
1791(
6543[

28428(

I ( 0.2

6268[3( ร.า\
f ا 4[

[26[ I

I I 22.3[
1.6(2013[

1888[
5353[

I I
I I 5(

! 2[6(
( I I  55.4( 193.9

5.8[ 239.4I I  130( 79418[ 40342( 87396( 100.0[ ( (TOTALS:

CONSUMPTION (MCF):

[  ** (1974  )CUMULATIVE VARIANCE ANALYSIS ؟.؟،اثمج**ا|
.ΥΕΑΉ\ ]ΜΤΗ BASE ACTUAL VAR. ٠^^/٥/٥٢

*** c 0 N s u M p HISTORY***

1974[MONTR. 1970

14,589[
17,310[
14,568(

14 , 567[ (Λ'٥ν
13,842[ (Л.ЕС

13ا,42!المثمد7ء
10,852| |FffR

9,261| |؟.4.لم,',
7,7 54( !4.٥ρ
7,425[
7,53б| |л;л;

8,113(ءنذرا 
/^9.727( !Αί

ρ))11,682؟.؟،
|٥^Τ)13,837

JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCR
APRIL

13,757
13,881
11,203
11,056

٦ »s٦^
6,392
5,920
4,430
5,661

13,251
13,910

14,949
16,748
12,712
11,540
9,651

11,682
25,519
40,086
53,928
67,070
77,922

9,287
21,871
36,460
รร١าา0
68,338

82,479

2,395

3,648

13,778

12,058

14,141(10,222

6,887

6,504

6,556

4,631

6,188

6,304

7,594

12,316

10,084

13,743(MAY 1.268

IدUNE
JULY

AUGUST
SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER

6,350
5,709
4,299
6,806
٦١٦ SB

11,416

4,5
(٦

6,005
7,821
7,888
9,287

9,03937,183
( 94,937

102,362
109,898
118,011
127,738

(
I
٦لأا 4٦!

11,110 I

YEAR TOTAL] 74,351[ 127,738[104,550 104,716 114,493 123,751

BASE PERIOD SUỈ-ỈMARY:

VOLUME. . . ... . .
DEGREE DA؟S. . .

EXPECTED

87,183
6,370

ACTUAL

96,222
5,796

VARIANCE

9^039
/٥ VAR.

9.0
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APLX-11 SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM

I. p. Sharp Associates has implemented in SHARP APL the u.s. Department
of Commerce Seasonal Adjustment Program (Χ-11 variant)..,
monthly time series of 36 months or more In length and determines
seasonality factors, trend cycles, irregular elements as well as the
final adjusted time series,
forecasting and planning and the pattern indices developed by the program
can be applied to put the forecasts on the same basis as the raw data.

It will analyze

The refined time series can be used for

APLX-11 is comparatively easy to use in that all it requires is the
specification of the time series in question and the desired .elements
of output. The user can request a standard output package which includes
the original series, several elements of the final refined data, and
some graphs; the output is designed for transmission to a terminal.
However, the user can specify non-standard elements of output and can
direct the output to the high speed printer at the Computer Centre.

APLX-11 can be accessed by any SHARP APL user from Public Library 82 INFO.
For user instructions, the function BASIC that is resident in that
library should be executed. For full user documentation, the function
COMPLETE should be executed.

NEW OFFICE ADDRESSES

Our VANCOUVER office has takenΙ.Ρ. Sharp has been on the move again,
larger premises at :

Suite 604, 1112 West Pender St.
Vancouver, B.C. , V6E 2S1
(604) 682-7158

In the U.S. , a change and an additions

5490 South Shore Dr.
Chicago
Illinois 60615
(312) 922-5510

CHICAGOSuite 104
5001 Cedar Lake Rd.
St. Louis Park,
Minn. 55416

(612) 374-9406

MINNEAPOLIS

APL COURSES

Courses in SHARP APL are held every month in Toronto and Ottawa, and
as required in other branch offices. A course is usually five days
in duration, with morning lectures and afternoon terminal sessions.
The following courses will be held in July.

July 8-12
210 Gladstone Avenue, Suite 2003

Ottawa:

July 15-19
145 King St. West, Suite 1400

Toronto:

Contact your local I. p. Sharp office for additional information and
course dates.
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SARP' AIR TRAPPIG CONTROL SYSTPM

Air Traffic Control (АТС) fs one of the many varied fields In which
I. p. Sharp Associates has demonstrated its special systems expertise.
A project of particular Importance was the development of an АТС system
in The Netherlands. Not only was this project successfully implemented,
it was also completed on time and within budget,  a remarkable achievement
for such a major undertaking. The system is described In the following
article.

The Signaal Automatic Radar Processing (SARP) system is a real-time
АТС system to facilitate the control of aircraft within the Amsterdam
terminal movements area. The main contractor was Hollandse Signaalap-
paraten (SIGNAAL), a subsidiary of Philips. They were responsible for
delivery of the complete system, including Installation and the relevant
services.

The responsibilities of Intersystems, the Dutch subsidiary of I. p. Sharp
Associates, included the design and production of all the applications
software and of the real-time supervisor, simulation testing, all levels
of system integration, and installation and maintenance of the software.
The application software had to be integrated with the hardware produced
by SIGNAAL, in which all duplication facilities were catered for.

Recent studies in the field of Air Traffic Control have suggested that
a large proportion of reported near-misses are attributable to incorrect
Identification of aircraft "blips" on the controller's radar display.
One of the prime functions of SARP is to display beside each aircraft
position an alpha-numeric label which identifies the aircraft by means of
its radio callsign, e.g. AC529. In addition to providing the callsign,
this label indicates the aircraft's current altitude, the altitude to
which it is cleared, its calculated speed, instructed speed and possibly
the aircraft type and instructed heading.

The SARP system hardware includes two SIGNAAL computers,
operating in parallel, either one of which (the Master) may control
the system at a given time, while the other acts as a hot standby,
ready to take over in the event of a failure in the Master or one of
its peripherals. Each computer has 48Κ words of memory (24-bit word
size), a drum for bulk storage, and its own communication channels for
input of radar data and controller keyboard actions, and for output of
data to the displays. The system includes 6 radar displays for presenting
aircraft positions to the controllers, 7 alpha-numeric displays for pre-
senting flight plan data ("flight progress strips"), and controller input
devices such as lightpens. Joysticks, special function keys, alpha-numeric
keyboards and teletypes.

The two main streams of data passing through the system are flight plan
data and radar data. Before take-off, each pilot has to file a "flight
plan" containing such information as aircraft callsign, departure airport
the route to be followed, destination, type of aircraft, estimated time
of arrival/departure, requested altitude and cruising speed, and infor-

This flight plan is stored on the SARP
activated" (read into core memory) some minutes

before the estimated time of arrival or departure. Flight plan data is
automatically presented at the appropriate time o٠n each of the 7 alpha-

mation on the equipment carried,
drums and automatically
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Λ
numeric displays, which can display up to 32 lines of 64 characters each;
and it may be updated during the course of the flight by controllers
using their special function and alpha-numeric keyboards.

Radar data is received from the video extractors over 2400 baud lines,

and is used for "tracking" aircraft within about 60 miles radius of

Amsterdam airport. The tracking process consists essentially of main-

taining within core memory a record of the current position, speed and
identity of aircraft within the SARP radar coverage. Aircraft current

positions and velocities are used to predict aircraft positions at the
next antenna revolution, in order that radar returns can be correlated

with known tracks. This correlation process, together with the automatic
or manual correlation of aircraft tracks with aircraft flight plans,

provides the means whereby information labels can be displayed alongside
aircraft positions on the radar displays, as described above.

The radar data includes both "primary" and "secondary" radar returns. In

a primary radar system, pulse trains transmitted from a rotating antenna
are reflected from an aircraft. The range of the target is derived from

the time taken for the reflection to reach the radar site, and the

bearing is determined from the direction in which the radar is pointing
when an echo is received. Such a system is limited in range and is prone
to spurious responses from weather disturbances and bird migrations.

Today, almost every commercial aircraft is equipped with a secondary radar
"transponder". This is a device fitted to the fuselage which, when
triggered by interrogation from a secondary radar on the ground, transmits
coded responses which provide the identification and altitude of the
aircraft. The SARP software performs automatic tracking of both primary
and secondary radar targets.

Compared with the АТС systems currently opera'ting in other countries,
the SARP system is fairly sophisticated. For example, it provides a
number of enhancements not originally included in the ARTS III system
used for terminal area control at the high-density airports in the u.s.
These additionals facilities include:

)  Two central processors operating in parallel, to provide
an on-line system back-up;

2) Display of flight plan data on electronic displays
instead of paper strips;

3) Tracking of primary radar targets as well as secondary;
4) More flight plan data displayed on the radar display;
5) Two-colour displays.

The SARP system was provisionally accepted by The Netherlands Aviation
Authority in August 1973 one month prior to contract schedule. Sub-
sequently Intersystems carried out a series of modifications to the
application software to Implement design changes which had become
necessary or .desirable during initial implementation. These have also
been completed on schedule and the system was finally accepted In
January, 1974.
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� s";" 1400, 145 K;og S1ceet West, To,ooto, Caoada M5H 1J8

Update 

0 Please amend my mailing address as indicated. 

D Add to your mailing list the following name(s). 

0 Send me SHARP APL manuals and product 

D Note my comments: ---------------------

literature as listed. 

The Newsletter is a regular publication of 1.P. Sharp Associates Limited. Contributions and comments are welcomed and 
should be addressed to: The Editor, 1.P. Sharp Newsletter, Suite 1400, York Centre, 145 King Street West, Toronto, Ontario, 
M5H 1J8. 

� I. P. Sharp Associates Limited 
Canada - Regional Offices 

Calgary 

Suite 1000, 

Ottawa 

Suite 2003, 
615 - 2nd Street S.E., 
Calgary, Alberta 

210 Gladstone Avenue, 
Ottawa. On1ario 

T2G 4T8 K2P 0Y6 
14031 265-7730 161 31 236-9942 

Edmonton 

16108 - 87A Avenue, 
Edmonton, Alberta 
T5R 4H7 

Montreal 

Su11;, 1610 

555 Dorchester Blvd 
Montreal, Quebec 
H2Z 181 
15141866-4981 

14031 484-0950 

Europe 

Vancouver 

Sune 604 
1112 Wes! Pender S1 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 2S1 
16041682-7158 

1.P. Sharp Associates Limited 

118-119 P1ccad111y, 

lntersystems, B.V. 

Herengrachl 244, 
Amsterdam 1002, 
The Netherlands 
10201 250401 

Mayfair, London WlV 9FJ 
England. 
IOll 629-1564 

APL Europa S.A. 

146 Avenue Louise 
1 050 Brussels 
Belgium 
13221 49 96 53 

West 

Head Office: Suite 1400, 145 King St. West, Toronto, Canada. M5H 1J8 (416)364-5361 

U.S.A. - I.P. Sharp Associates, Inc. 

Boston 

21 Merchan1s Row, 
Boston, 
Mass. 02109 
16171 523-2506 

Rochester 
Suite 1150 
183 Main Street East. 
Rochester, N.Y. 14606 
17161546-7270 

San Francisco 

Suite C409, 

Los Angeles 

Suite 2490, 
1900 Avenue of the Stars, 
Century Citv. Ca. 90067 
12131 277-3621 

Newport Beach 

Suite 1135, 
610 Newport Centre Drive, 
Newport Beach, Ca. 92660 
17141 644-5112 

900 North Pomt Street, 
San Francisco, Ca. 94109 
14151673-4930 

M1nneapol1s 

Suite 104 
5001 Cedar Lake Road 
St Lou,s Park. 
Minn 55416 
16121 374-9406 
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Chicago 

5490 South Shore Dr 
Chicago, Ill. 60615 
13121922-5510 

PRODUCTS DIVISION: 

Canada 

Box 1900. 
150 Rosamond Street, 
Carleton Place, Ontario 
K0A 1J0 
16131 257-3610 

U.S.A. 

Bridge Administration Building, 
Bridge Plaza, 
Ogdensburg, New York 13669 
13151 393-0733 

SHARP APL Local Access In: 

Canada 
Calgarv 
Edmonton 
Halifax 
Kitchener 
London 
Mon1real 
011awa 
Quebec City 
Regina 
Saul I Ste. Marie 
Toronto 
Vancouver 
Winnipeg 

U.S.A. 
Allan1a 
Albany 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Baltimore 
Cleveland 
Dallas 
Des Plaines 
Erie, Pa. 
Los Angeles 
Lou1svdle 
Moun1a1ns1dc 
New York C11y 
Rochestr.r 
San Francisco 
Santa Ana 
Syracusf' 
Washington 
White Plains 

Sharp APL Operator: (416) 363-2051 (voice) 

U.K. 

London 




